
Report on 
Kelston Primary School Trial

Introduction

Magic Play Box (MPB) trialled from the 29th April to the 3rd May 2019. 
Placed next to Juniors' play house and playground.  
Break time use of the MPB was open to Years 0-2 students. Year 5-6 Peer Mediators
were involved in mediating and supporting Duty Teachers in monitoring the Large Loose
Parts (LLPs) play. 
Play.Sport Activator undertook observations on the 30th April during lunchtime and
during class time with a Year 5-6 boys class. 
The Deputy Principal (DP) under took some observations at lunchtimes along with
teachers on duty. 

Turning junk to joy.©
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Activator and DP observed around 40 to 50 Y1-2
students at one time playing with the large loose
parts (LLPs) including the Box itself at lunchtime.  

Students were observed cooperating, helping
each other, sharing, working/playing together and
taking turns. 

Students using their imagination, creativity, ingenuity,

thinking and problem solving skills were witnessed

from juniors and senior students.

Senior students identified liking the pipes, ropes

and tyres to play with many saying they liked

playing with all the stuff.

Summary of Main Points from Observations and Survey Feedback

Staff member;
"Great to see the
ideas the children
came up with"

In general the staff feedback identified a positive, and

even a surprise in some cases, as being the creativity,

imagination, ideas the students came up with during

their play with the LLPs. 

When asked what they would like added many

said more of things already in the box

A staff member on duty mentioned in their
feedback: "It was so awesome! The kids were
really creative. I was sooooo impressed at how
they came up with games using the parts."

While another staff was surprised to see, "Boys
co-operating with a blue tub they had a tow rope
on, the combination of boys would usually have
fallen out quickly."

Student: ". . . more boxes so you could build like a house."



The Juniors used the parts in the sandpit,

rolled tyres down the grass bank and played

with other parts on the field. Questions on

where the best place to have LLPs play were

voiced (in addition to the shed?).

Three of the four staff raised some concerns

around the use of long items like the pipes as

weapons and possibly emphasising "no fighting".

Summary of Main Points from Observations and Survey Feedback

Further Information
If you want a copy of the full responses to the staff and student surveys, summary report of
the Activators' observations, want to discuss any of this report, undertake a further trial
and/or plan to introduce large loose parts play as a permenant play opportunity, please
contact:
Greg Gurau 
Cell: 022 658 0989 I Email: greg.gurau@sportwaitakere.nz
 
Casey Redman
Cell: 021 802 827 I Email: casey.redman@sportwaitakere.nz

22 Senior students fed back on where they

would like to play with the stuff. Half mentioned

the field, 6 near senior/middle playground, 2

mentioned near trees and 2 near a hill, with 1

each mentioning, senior court, anywhere,

middle school or near a wall.

One teacher was surprised by,"How the children

shared the materials and used them for activities

such as play sword fights that didn't hurt anyone!"

Otaki School Play Shed video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW7nvjXnpzs&feature=share
Video of play pod (container) in the UK: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqi1KyJJeKg
On line article on weapons play: https://www.todaysparent.com/family/is-playing-with-guns-normal/

References

The Activator observed lots of play sword fighting

amongst boys and girls. This was right at the start

but after a while most were playing with the pipes

in other ways. Below is a reference to an article

on weapons play.

Things to be thought about: 


